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of skill it can always be countered in some wayâ€”especially if one
chooses to play a balanced game like the Crusader. Since combat in
Crusader is random and fast-paced, you really never know how it will
turn out, so it is best to always have a backup plan. After all, although

orcs are stronger and tougher than humans, a single orc is not
particularly good at fightin Thank you for the info. I'll have to check

that out. I did figure out that the main perk for high skill: 300%
weapon damage vs monsters and great efficiency vs jewelry, 1 point

of energy for every 3 points of skill, and 1.5 points for every 3 vs
player armor. If you add skill +10 and armor 1, you still get 2.2% more
damage, and it trades the last point of energy for a point of stamina. I

just don't remember reading about that perk before.Y I'm all set to
join! I just have a couple of questions. Can I use the charge job to

make good use of the artifact passive? It sounds like it can put out a
lot of damage during a very short period of time.Also, can a charged

artifact be used for any type of special attack? I ask because I'm
pretty sure there are a few where the charge symbol is in the attack

message. How much is the "in-game" price of the artifact? Can I
somehow earn the artifact? Is it just guaranteed in one of the first 10
or 20 or so maps, or is it just random?I have about 8 hours before the
first map arrives and in those 8 hours I plan to play this game nonstop

until I've earned at least the first one. Hopefully my character won't
have a quit button, but that's the plan.S About the in-game price of
the artifact, it's not quite the way it works. You will get an ep value,
which will get reduced as you use it, eventually reaching 0. At that

point, it's gone.You can use it to summon the artifact as you want, and
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it has no limit. You can charge it for a long time, and use it multiple
times with no
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